
The Unkind Mind & Breathing Buddies
“I’ll never be good at…., I can’t….., She is always mean!” These are the words of the “Unkind Mind”. The 
Unkind mind is our negative self-talk, or as one student described it “the gossip that lives in my head”. This 
mind has strong, negative qualities such as critical, bossy, crabby, and judgmental. It often exaggerates 
and distorts situations and people. When we believe the contents of our unkind mind and continue to give 
it our attention, its power grows and creates havoc for us. In Red and Purple Door, students were given 
a challenging puzzle and asked to notice if their “unkind mind” made an appearance. They were asked to 
notice (observe) how they spoke to themselves when they were trying something new and challenging. 
Being “mindful” asks that we develop the skill of self-awareness-noticing our thoughts, emotions, body 
sensations with an attitude of kindness, openness, and curiosity. We learned that when unkind mind shows 
up in challenging situations we should: 

1. Notice it
2. Stop feeding it our attention
3. Choose a kind and helpful way. 

In Red Door and Purple Door, we also explored how to have a healthy 
relationship with our thoughts. We learned that it’s helpful to notice our 
thoughts rather than get swept up in them. As a group, we brainstormed many 
metaphors that could help us remember this relationship to our minds. For 
example, the waves of an ocean are our thoughts, and we sit at the bottom 
of the ocean noticing them. Also, our thoughts could be clouds passing in the 
sky. Finally, we can sit at the bus stop watching all the many buses go by while 
observing the thoughts that are on board.

In Blue Door, we learned that every person has a best “buddy”. This buddy is always with them- he/she 
never leaves. He/she is quiet and calm. This buddy helps us calm down when we are upset. He/she feels 
happy when we notice it and spend time with it every day. Can you guess who this buddy is? Yes… your 
breath! To help us remember and connect with our breath, we made Breathing Buddies. At relaxation time 
each day, we place our breathing buddy on our belly and breathe slowly. Our best buddy is so happy that 
we are taking time to notice him/her and be with it. 


